
Please note that the updated product code is identified with the suffix ‘N’.

CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER
WALL MOUNTED BASIN MIXER

Exposed Part Kit of  Single Lever Wall Mounted Basin Mixer

Old

ALD-CHR-233PSO

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-233NPSO

Chrome plated Cartridge Sleeve now
added to the exposed part kit

Chrome plated Cartridge Sleeve now
added to the exposed part kit

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

“Chrome Part from the Concealed Body is now removed and added to the exposed part kit”.

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

NEW

Existing Product

Right Hand Operated

Right Hand Operated

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-235NPSO

NEW

Left Hand Operated

Old

ALD-CHR-235PSO
Existing Product

Left Hand Operated

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge Sleeve
from the concealed body

Modified product codes for exposed part kit
Fusion - FUS-CHR-29231NK  |  Solo - SOL-CHR-6231NK  |  Florentine - FLR-CHR-5231NK

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge
Sleeve from the
concealed body



Please note that the updated product code is identified with the suffix ‘N’.

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR on the same Part Code " * " in
specific product ranges by putting Colour Code of desired finish.

CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER
WALL MOUNTED BASIN MIXER

Exposed Part Kit of  Single Lever Wall Mounted Basin Mixer

Old

ALD-CHR-233

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-233N

Chrome plated Cartridge Sleeve now
added to the exposed part kit

Chrome plated Cartridge Sleeve now
added to the exposed part kit

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

“Chrome Part from the Concealed Body is now removed and added to the exposed part kit”.

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

NEW

Existing Product

Right Hand Operated

Right Hand Operated

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-235N
Left Hand Operated

Old

ALD-CHR-235
Existing Product

Left Hand Operated

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge Sleeve
from the concealed body

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge Sleeve
from the concealed body

MODIFIED PRODUCT CODES FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Kubix Prime* - KUP-CHR-35233NKPM  |  Opal Prime* - OPP-CHR-15233NKPM

Ornamix Prime* - ORP-CHR-10233NKPM  |  Alive* - ALI-CHR-85233NK  |  Vignette Prime* - VGP-CHR-81233NK
|  Lyric - LYR-CHR-38233NK  |  Aria - ARI-CHR-39233NK  |  Fonte - FON-CHR-40233NK
D'arc - DRC-CHR-37233NK  |  Fusion - FUS-CHR-29233NK  |  Solo - SOL-CHR-6233NK

|  Florentine - FLR-CHR-5233NK  |  Eko - EKO-CHR-33233NK

NEW



CONCEALED BODY FOR JOYSTICK
WALL MOUNTED BASIN MIXER

Exposed Part Kit of Joystick Basin Mixer Wall Mounted ARC

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

ARC-CHR-87233C

PRODUCT CODES FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
ARC-CHR-87233K

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR on the same Part Code by putting
Colour Code of desired finish.



The cartridge nut cap has been removed from concealed body in order to make it universally 
compatible with all the upcoming and existing Jaquar ranges.

The cartridge nut cap has been added to the exposed part kit. 

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Please note that the updated product code is identified with the suffix ‘N’.

CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER DIVERTER
WITH 40MM CARTRIDGE

Old
ALD-CHR-065

Chrome plated Cartridge Nut Cap now
added to the exposed part kit

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

Existing Product

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge Nut Cap
from the concealed body

Exposed Part kit of
Single Lever Diverter with
40mm Cartridge

MODIFIED PRODUCT CODES FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Kubix Prime* - KUP-CHR-35065NKPM
Opal Prime* - OPP-CHR-15065NKPM
Ornamix Prime* - ORP-CHR-10065NKPM
Alive* - ALI-CHR-85065NK
Vignette Prime* - VGP-CHR-81065NK
Lyric - LYR-CHR-38065NK
Aria - ARI-CHR-39065NK
Fusion - FUS-CHR-29065NK
Solo - SOL-CHR-6065NK
Florentine - FLR-CHR-5065NK

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-065N

NEW

Note :- For colour finish, we can supply (Concealed Body + Exposed Part Kit) as a set as we do
currently " * " in specific product ranges.



Please note that the updated product code is identified with the suffix ‘N’.

CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER DIVERTER
WITH 35MM CARTRIDGE

Old
ALD-CHR-055

Chrome plated Cartridge 
& Button Assembly Sleeve now

added to the exposed part kit

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

“Chrome Part from the Concealed Body is now removed and added to the exposed part kit”.

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Existing Product

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge &
Button Assembly Sleeve
from the concealed body

Exposed Part kit
of Single Lever Diverter with
35mm Cartridge

MODIFIED PRODUCT CODES 
FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Fonte - FON-CHR-40055NK
D'arc - DRC-CHR-37055NK
Eko - EKO-CHR-33055NK

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-055N

NEW



CONCEALED BODY FOR JOYSTICK DIVERTER

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Exposed Part Kit of
Joystick Diverter ARC

PRODUCT CODES
FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Arc - ARC-CHR-87065K

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR
on the same Part Code by putting Colour Code of desired finish.

ARC-CHR-87065C



Please note that the updated product code is identified with the suffix ‘N’.

CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER
HIGH FLOW DIVERTER

Old
ALD-CHR-079

Chrome plated Cartridge 
& Button Assembly Sleeve now

added to the exposed part kit

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

“Chrome Part from the Concealed Body is now removed and added to the exposed part kit”.

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Existing Product

Removed the chrome
plated Cartridge  &
Button Assembly Sleeve
from the concealed body

Updated Product

ALD-CHR-079N

Exposed Part Kit of
Single Lever High Flow Diverter 

MODIFIED PRODUCT CODES
FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Kubix Prime* - KUP-CHR-35079NKPM
Opal Prime* - OPP-CHR-15079NKPM
Ornamix Prime* - ORP-CHR-10079NKPM
Alive* - ALI-CHR-85079NK
Vignette Prime* - VGP-CHR-81079NK
Lyric - LYR-CHR-38079NK
Aria - ARI-CHR-39079NK
Fonte - FON-CHR-40079NK
D'Arc - DRC-CHR-37079NK
Fusion - FUS-CHR-29079NK
Solo - SOL-CHR-6079NK
Florentine - FLR-CHR-5079NK

NEW

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR on the same Part Code " * " in
specific product ranges by putting Colour Code of desired finish.



CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER DEUSCH MIXER
FOR CONNECTION TO OVERHEAD SHOWER ONLY

CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE LEVER DEUSCH MIXER
FOR CONNECTION TO SPOUT ONLY

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

Concealed Body

ALD-CHR-227

NEW

Please note that the updated product code is identified with the suffix ‘K’.

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Exposed Part Kit of
Single Lever Deusch Mixer

MODIFIED PRODUCT CODES
FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Kubix Prime* - KUP-CHR-35227KPM
Opal Prime* - OPP-CHR-15227KPM
Ornamix Prime* - ORP-CHR-10227KPM
Alive* - ALI-CHR-85227K
Vignette Prime* - VGP-CHR-81227K
Lyric - LYR-CHR-38227K
Aria - ARI-CHR-39227K
Fonte - FON-CHR-40227K
D'arc - DRC-CHR-37227K
Fusion - FUS-CHR-29227K
Solo - SOL-CHR-6227K
Florentine - FLR-CHR-5227K
Eko - EKO-CHR-33227K

Concealed Body

ALD-CHR-229

COMPATIBLE WITH ALD-227 & ALD-229

NEW

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR on the same Part Code " * " in
specific product ranges by putting Colour Code of desired finish.

Modified product is Split into two separate products, i.e.
“Concealed Body” and “Exposed Part Kit”.



CONCEALED BODY FOR SINGLE
CONCEALED STOP COCK WITH BASIN SPOUT

ALD-441

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

PRODUCT CODES FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Kubix Prime* - KUP-CHR-35441KPM  |  Opal Prime* - OPP-CHR-15441KPM

Ornamix Prime* - ORP-CHR-10441KPM  |  Alive* - ALI-CHR-85441K
Vignette Prime* - VGP-CHR-81441K  |  Lyric - LYR-CHR-38441K  |  Aria - ARI-CHR-39441K

Fonte - FON-CHR-40441K  |  D'arc - DRC-CHR-37441K  |  Fusion - FUS-CHR-29441K
Solo - SOL-CHR-6441K  |  Florentine - FLR-CHR-5441K

Exposed Part Kit of Single Concealed Stop Cock  with Basin Spout
Compatible with ALD-441

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR on the same Part
Code " * " in specific product ranges by putting Colour Code of desired finish.



CONCEALED BODY FOR STOP COCKS & FLUSH COCK

JAQUAR PRODUCT UPDATE

ALD-CHR-083

ALD-CHR-081

ALD-CHR-089

� This change has been made, to give our customers the liberty to select their choice 
of colour for the exposed part kit at the time of finishing stage from our colour finish 
spectrum.
� Now, since there is no chrome Plate Cartridge Sleeve attached to the concealed 
part, the customer is not bound to select ‘only chrome’ as an exposed part at the later 
stage.
� If the colour required by customer is not available, Dealer can provide him 
concealed body so that his plumbing work will not affected and place the order for his 
preferred colour. This gives lot of time and flexibility to the dealer to place the indents 
as per his customer/ project requirements.
� While renovating a bathroom if the fitting colour need to be changed then one has 
to only change the exposed part. During the process no plumbing work will be 
required as the internal concealed part remains the same. 
� This will definitely result in better inventory management at dealer and Plant level 
and reduce our demand supply gap to a large extent in near future.

BENEFITS OF MODIFICATIONS

Exposed Part Kit of
Concealed Stop Cock &
Flush Cock with Adjustable
Wall Flange

PRODUCT CODES
FOR EXPOSED PART KIT
Kubix Prime* - KUP-CHR-35083KPM
Opal Prime* - OPP-CHR-15083KPM
Ornamix Prime* - ORP-CHR-10083KPM
Alive* - ALI-CHR-85083K
Vignette Prime* - VGP-CHR-81083K
Lyric - LYR-CHR-38083K
Aria - ARI-CHR-39083K
Fonte - FON-CHR-40083K
D'arc - DRC-CHR-37083K
Fusion - FUS-CHR-29083K
Queen’s* - QQT-CHR-7083K
Solo - SOL-CHR-6083K
Florentine - FLR-CHR-5083K

COMPATIBLE WITH ALD-083, ALD-089 & ALD-081

CONCEALED STOP COCK & FLUSH COCK WITH
ADJUSTABLE WALL FLANGE

Note :- You can order colour finish Exposed Part Kit by replacing CHR on the same Part
Code " * " in specific product ranges by putting Colour Code of desired finish.


